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Abstract
Soil heterogeneity is an important driver of divergent natural selection in plants. Neotropical forests have the highest tree diversity on earth, and frequently, soil specialist
congeners are distributed parapatrically. While the role of edaphic heterogeneity in the
origin and maintenance of tropical tree diversity is unknown, it has been posited that
natural selection across the patchwork of soils in the Amazon rainforest is important
in driving and maintaining tree diversity. We examined genetic and morphological differentiation among populations of the tropical tree Protium subserratum growing
parapatrically on the mosaic of white-sand, brown-sand and clay soils found throughout western Amazonia. Nuclear microsatellites and leaf morphology were used to (i)
quantify the extent of phenotypic and genetic divergence across habitat types, (ii)
assess the importance of natural selection vs. drift in population divergence, (iii) determine the extent of hybridization and introgression across habitat types, (iv) estimate
migration rates among populations. We found significant morphological variation correlated with soil type. Higher levels of genetic differentiation and lower migration
rates were observed between adjacent populations found on different soil types than
between geographically distant populations on the same soil type. PST-FST comparisons indicate a role for natural selection in population divergence among soil types. A
small number of hybrids were detected suggesting that gene flow among soil specialist
populations may occur at low frequencies. Our results suggest that edaphic specialization has occurred multiple times in P. subserratum and that divergent natural selection
across edaphic boundaries may be a general mechanism promoting and maintaining
Amazonian tree diversity.
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Introduction
The role of gene flow and natural selection in the origin
and maintenance of species diversity has been a longstanding point of contention in the field of evolutionary
biology (Haldane 1948; Ehrlich & Raven 1969; Endler
1977). Traditionally, theory has posited that gene flow
among populations will act to homogenize them, limiting local adaptation and maintaining species cohesion
(Haldane 1948; Hendry et al. 2001). Therefore,
prevention of gene flow through geographical isolation
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is thought to be the first step in species divergence,
with reproductive isolation among populations eventually developing by genetic drift (Mayr 1963). More
recently however, there has been an increasing
acknowledgement that divergent adaptation across heterogeneous environments can also lead to lineage divergence. Population divergence driven by natural
selection can occur in the absence of gene flow if geographical barriers are present or in the face of gene flow
if natural selection itself is strong enough to cause significant fitness differences across habitat boundaries. As
long as gene flow does not swamp population differentiation, barriers to reproduction can develop, further
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promoting population divergence and eventually leading to irreversible reproductive isolation (Rundle &
Nosil 2005; Nosil 2012).
Genetic differentiation across heterogeneous environments has been well documented in temperate plant
populations with some of the best-known examples
stemming from local adaption to variable soils (Antonovics & Bradshaw 1970; Rosenthal et al. 2005; Anacker
et al. 2011). This suggests that specialization across
edaphically heterogeneous environments could result
from selective pressures that are strong enough to promote population-level divergence even when plant populations are not geographically isolated. Nevertheless,
gene flow can become limited among populations for
many other reasons, and a variety of evolutionary processes can result in genetic heterogeneity across populations (Latta 2004). The processes of genetic drift and
natural selection, however, are predicted to leave markedly different genetic signatures across populations.
Drift is expected to generate stochastic population
genetic structure, which will correlate with geographical
distance when it is sufficient to limit migration and
gene flow between populations (Latta 2004). Alternatively, if natural selection is important in population
divergence, then we expect to see a pattern of ‘isolation
by adaptation’ (IBA) (Nosil et al. 2007, 2009). The
expected signal for IBA is similar to that of isolation by
distance except that the level of population differentiation is dictated by environmental similarity as opposed
to geographical proximity. Theory predicts that when
differential adaptation across ecological gradients leads
to a reduction in gene flow, populations found in differing habitats will experience lower effective migration
rates and greater genetic differentiation than populations found in ecologically similar habitats. Reproductive isolation, either driven or reinforced by natural
selection over a long period of time, will eventually
have a genome-wide effect on allele frequencies (Grahame et al. 2006; Nosil et al. 2009; Thibert-Plante & Hendry 2010). Therefore, we can begin to discern the
relative importance of these two forces in driving and
maintaining differentiation by comparing patterns of
genetic divergence relative to variables proximate to
genetic drift (Euclidean distance) and natural selection
(morphological and environmental variables) (Hendry
& Taylor 2004; Nosil et al. 2007).
The lowland Amazon rainforest has the highest tree
diversity in the world and is also characterized by steep
soil gradients yet explanations for the origin of Amazonian species have typically revolved around hypotheses
of nonecologically based divergence by genetic drift
(reviewed in Haffer 2008). More recently, an alternative
hypothesis of tropical tree speciation that is driven
and/or maintained by natural selection across ecologi-

cal boundaries has also been gaining attention in part
due to the observation that congeners across diverse
plant families are often occur with parapatric distributions on different soil types (Gentry 1988; Tuomisto
et al. 1995; Fine et al. 2005, 2010).
Amazonian soils can strongly differ with regard to
abiotic factors such as particle size, nutrient content and
moisture level, and these differences can have a direct
effect on trees found in different edaphic environments
(Pregitzer et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2011). Moreover, physical and microclimatic variation among edaphically differentiated forest patches may influence the spatial
organization of other organisms (S€
a€
aksj€
arvi et al. 2004;

Alvarez Alonso et al. 2013). As a result, biotic interactions in the form of seed dispersal, herbivory, pollination services or pathogen prevalence may interact with
abiotic differences to further magnify natural selection
across ecological gradients for tropical trees. Yet, while
correlations between edaphic shifts and lineage divergence have been demonstrated in a broader phylogenetic context (Fine et al. 2005), very few studies have
investigated the importance of edaphic heterogeneity in
tropical tree diversification at finer taxonomic scales.
Peru’s Amazonian lowland rainforest provides an
ideal system to examine the role of divergent natural
selection in tree diversification because it contains a
patchwork of dramatically different soil types each
home to distinct tree communities (Fine et al. 2005,
2010).
The genus Protium (Burseraceae) is known to occur
on a variety of soil types throughout the Neotropics
(Daly 1987). It is a diverse clade of approximately 140
species of trees with around 100 species found in the
lowland Amazon Basin, many of which are soil specialists (Fine et al. 2005). Edaphic specialization has evolved
independently multiple times within the genus, and
species adapted to particular soil types exhibit slower
growth and higher mortality when grown outside their
respective habitats (Fine et al. 2006). This supports the
idea that physiological trade-offs accompany adaptations to alternative soil types (Fine et al. 2004). Protium
subserratum (Engl.) is one of the few soil generalists in
the genus, although the taxon is more accurately
described as an incipient species complex with genetically and morphologically differentiated populations
endemic to white-sand and non-white-sand soils (Daly
& Fine 2011).
A recent phylogeographical study suggested that
populations of P. subserratum found on white-sand forests that were separated by over 200 km were more
genetically similar to one another than to populations
found on brown-sand and clay soils and that some
haplotypes were shared between populations through
ongoing gene flow or incomplete lineage sorting (Fine
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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et al. 2013a). However, these results were based on
DNA sequences from only three nuclear loci with few
phylogenetically informative sites and low sample sizes.
While these data were valuable for inferring broader
evolutionary histories over a large geographical range,
they were not able to provide insight regarding population dynamics.
Here, we conduct fine-scale analyses using nuclear
microsatellites, morphological measurements and a
sampling scheme that includes dense sampling of multiple parapatric population pairs found on the mosaic
of white-sand, brown-sand and clay soil types distributed at varying distances across 100 km in the Peruvian
Amazon. This experimental design represents a powerful natural experiment to simultaneously test the relative importance of habitat and geographical distance in
limiting gene flow and driving divergence among
edaphic specialist populations of Amazonian trees. If
divergent natural selection across habitat boundaries is
strong enough to impede gene flow, we expect to find
stronger patterns of phenotypic and genetic differentiation in populations found on different habitat types and
lower levels of gene flow across habitat boundaries
compared to geographically isolated populations found
in the same habitat type. Alternatively, if genetic drift
has led to barriers to gene flow among populations, we
would expect to see little to no phenotypic variation
among populations, and strong patterns of isolation by
distance, where populations that are more geographically distant from one another are also more genetically
distinct than populations in close geographical proximity to each other regardless of habitat type. Moreover,
because neutral forces such as genetic drift are expected
to drive variation at putatively neutral loci and natural
selection is expected to drive phenotypic variation,
comparisons of phenotypic variation and neutral
genetic variation across habitat boundaries can provide
even further insight into the role of non-neutral
evolutionary forces as drivers of divergence (Meril€
a &
Crnokrak 2001; Leinonen et al. 2006). If stochastic mechanisms are driving population divergence, we expect
levels of phenotypic variation among habitats to equal
that of neutral genetic variation. If divergent natural
selection across habitat boundaries is driving divergence, then phenotypic variation is expected to be
greater than neutral genetic variation (Meril€a & Crnokrak 2001; Leinonen et al. 2006).
We specifically addressed four major questions in this
study: (i) Are populations phenotypically and genetically differentiated across all three habitat types? (ii)
Can we detect a signature of natural selection over drift
divergence among populations on different soil types?
(iii) What is the extent of hybridization and introgression across habitat types? (iv) What is the relative
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

importance of spatial distance and soil type in structuring P. subserratum tree populations and influencing
migration rates among populations?

Materials and methods
Study system
Habitat types. Nonflooded forests found in the Peruvian
Amazon have been classified into three broad categories
based on soil type (Fine et al. 2005), which can be differentiated largely by their nutrient availability and geologic history (a more thorough discussion can be found
in Hoorn 1993; Fine et al. 2005 and Frasier et al. 2008):
(i) white-sand soils, which are extremely nutrient poor,
include stunted canopies and exist today as geographically isolated habitat islands, often covering only a few
square hectares; (ii) clay soils, which represent the most
nutrient-rich soils in the western Amazon, have the
highest water retention and tallest canopies; (iii) brownsand soils have significantly higher nutrient availability
than white-sand soils (Fine et al. 2005) and the height of
their forest canopies represents an intermediate between
white-sand and clay soil forests.
Focal plant taxa. Protium subserratum is part of the section Papilloprotium, which is comprised of four taxa that
include both edaphic specialists and generalists (Daly &
Fine 2011). It is sister to two white-sand specialist taxa,
P. alvarezianum and P. reticulatum, found in white-sand
forest patches in the Rio Negro Basin of Venezuela and
Brazil (Daly & Fine 2011). Protium subserratum is a soil
generalist that is common and widespread across the
lowland Amazon Basin. It has small (approximately
4 mm length) fragrant white flowers, which are nectariferous and relatively large (approximately 1.5 cm
diameter) red fruits (Misiewicz, personal observation).
Little quantitative data regarding the reproductive biology of P. subserratum exist, but a variety of stingless
bees have frequently been observed visiting flowers
(Misiewicz 2014) and monkeys and large birds are
hypothesized to be potential seed dispersers (Daly
1987). While no consistent morphological differences
have been observed in flower or fruit characters among
populations, significant differences in vegetative characters do exist (Daly & Fine 2011; Fine et al. 2013a).
Within P. subserratum, vegetative morphological variation has been noted both across the range and within
localized populations (Daly & Fine 2011). Daly and Fine
(2011) grouped individuals into four distinct
morphotypes based primarily on leaf morphology. Two
of these morphotypes have very restricted geographical
distributions: Morphotype 1 is restricted to non-whitesand forests in French Guiana, and Morphotype 4 is
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restricted to Colombia’s Caqueta. The other two have
more widespread distributions: Morphotype 2 is associated with clay and brown-sand soils of the central and
western Amazon, whereas Morphotype 3 is consistently
associated with white-sand soils in the western Amazon
(Daly & Fine 2011). Phylogenetic analysis by Daly and
Fine (2011) demonstrated that these morphotypes do
not form monophyletic clades and should continue to
be considered one taxonomic species.
Further phylogeographical analysis by Fine et al.
(2013a) included populations found on white-sand and
non-white-sand soils sampled throughout the Amazon.
They found two well-supported clades, one composed
of northern Amazonian individuals from non-whitesand soils in Guyana and French Guiana and the other
composed of western Amazonian individuals and a single individual from Guyana. Within the western clade,
they found groupings composed of Peruvian whitesand individuals, Brazilian non-white-sand individuals
and Peruvian non-white-sand individuals; however,
none of these had posterior probability support higher
than 0.75. These results are consistent with the previous
classification of P. subserratum as a single species, and
no evidence of differentiation between individuals collected on brown-sand or clay soil was detected.
While P. subserratum morphotypes are not monophyletic, a two-year reciprocal transplant study demonstrated that morphological variation observed between
seedlings associated with white-sand and non-whitesand habitats is not completely due to plasticity (Fine
et al. 2013b). Seedlings from three white-sand
populations and three non-white-sand Peruvian popula-

tions (including both clay and brown-sand soils) were
collected and transplanted in white-sand and clay soil
habitats. Results indicated that seedlings initially collected from white-sand habitat grew slower and produced fewer leaves in both habitat types than seedlings
initially collected from non-white-sand habitats. They
also demonstrated that that leaf pubescence on new leaf
growth was not influenced by habitat type. Leaflet
thickness on the other hand did appear to be plastic.
Additionally, there are clear quantitative and qualitative
differences in secondary chemical compounds between
populations found in white-sand and non-white-sand
soil habitats (Fine et al. 2013b).

Study sites and sampling
Five study sites containing a total of eight populations
(n = 5–54) of P. subserratum growing on white-sand,
brown-sand and clay soil types were established in
Loreto, Peru (Fig. 1). Individuals found in white-sand
habitats corresponded to Morphotype 3 in Daly and
Fine (2011) and the Peruvian white-sand morphotype
from populations sampled in Fine et al. (2013a). Individuals found on brown-sand and clay soil types corresponded to Morphotype 2 described by Daly and Fine
(2011) and the Peruvian non-white-sand morphotype
from Fine et al. (2013a). Furthermore, seedlings from
four of the eight populations sampled in this study
[Clay-A, WS-B, BS-B, and WS-C (Fig. 1)] were included
in the reciprocal transplant experiment published by
Fine et al. (2013b). Adult individuals of P. subserratum
from eight populations were tagged, mapped and

Fig. 1 Sample sites and soil types for
populations of P. subserratum in the
region of Loreto, Peru. Numbered points
represent the five sites where populations were found. Each individual population is displayed in the inset. Black
circles represent populations found on
clay soil, grey circles represent populations found on brown-sand soil, and
white circles represent populations found
on white-sand soils.
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collected in silica for DNA extraction (N = 201). Voucher specimens for each population were deposited in
the Herbarium Amazonense at the Universidad Nacional de la Amazonıa Peruana in Iquitos, Peru (AMAZ),
and the University Herbarium at the University of California, Berkeley (UC). To avoid variation in leaf morphology based on age and canopy position, samples
used for morphological measurements were only collected from individuals 10 m or taller (N = 163). Three
leaves were collected from each individual, pressed and
dried for later processing. All of these individuals were
also included in the genetic sampling.

Characterization of phenotypic variation
In order to investigate the extent to which phenotypic
differences in leaf morphology were correlated with
white-sand, brown-sand and clay soil habitats, we
characterized variation in eight leaf morphological characters from 163 adult individuals across all eight populations. Measurements were taken three times and
averaged. They included leaf length, number of leaflets
per leaf, leaflet length, leaflet width, leaflet thickness,
number of margin serrations per leaflet, pubescence
percentage coverage on the abaxial side of the leaflet
blade and the leaflet midrib. Pubescence percentage
coverage of abaxial leaflet blade and leaflet midrib was
visually estimated using a dissecting microscope to the
nearest 10% within a haphazardly placed three by three
millimetre square.
Morphological differentiation among individuals
found on white-sand, brown-sand and clay soil was
assessed in R (R Development Core Team 2008) using
principal components analysis (PCA) and multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA).

Microsatellite genotyping
Genomic DNA was extracted from the leaf material of
all adult individuals, and extractions were carried out
using a Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Valencia, CA,
USA). Genotypes were determined using thirteen
nuclear microsatellite markers developed for P. subserratum (prot13, prot28, prot29, prot67, prot70, prot78,
prot83, prot97, prot99, prot100, prot101, prot102 and
prot104), following the protocols described in Misiewicz
et al. (2012).

Genetic variation, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, null
alleles and linkage disequilibrium
Summary statistics including number of alleles (A)
and observed, expected and unbiased expected heterozygosities (Ho He and UHe) were estimated for each
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

population using GenAlEx version 6.4 (Peakall &
Smouse 2006). We used all loci equalized to a sample
size of five individuals, the number of individuals in
our smallest population, to calculate rarefied allelic
richness (AR) and private allele richness (AP) using the
allelic diversity analyzer ADZE (Szpiech et al. 2008).
Values were calculated as averages across all loci for
each population, and additional AP values were calculated for combinations of populations grouped by soil
type. The inbreeding coefficient (FIS) for each population was calculated across all loci, as were deviations
from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and linkage
disequilibrium (LD), using GENEPOP version 4.0
(Raymond & Rousset 1995). Deviations from HWE and
LD were calculated using the probability test with 104
demorizations, 104 batches and 104 iterations per batch.
Significance values were adjusted using sequential
Bonferroni corrections (Rice 1989). All data were
screened for genotyping errors due to stutter, large
allele dropout and the presence of null alleles, using
the software Micro-Checker (van Oosterhout et al.
2004).

Population genetic structure and differentiation across
soil types
If natural selection is more important than genetic drift
in driving population differentiation, then population
genetic structure should be more strongly correlated
with turnover in habitat type than with geographical
distance. Hence, we sought to understand how populations are genetically structured using a combination of
descriptive statistics including F-statistics, analysis of
molecular variance (AMOVA) and Bayesian clustering
analysis. Additionally, we explicitly explored the extent
to which genetic variation among populations could be
explained by geographical distance and soil type using
Mantel and partial Mantel tests. Genetic differentiation
among populations was assessed using population-level
pairwise comparisons of h, analogous to Wright’s FST
(Weir & Cockerham 1984), calculated with and without
correction for null alleles with FreeNA (Chapuis &
Estoup 2007). Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA),
in which populations are grouped hierarchically to
explore how groupings affect the partitioning of genetic
variation (Excoffier et al. 1992), was calculated among
populations grouped according to (i) soil type (whitesand, brown-sand and clay), (ii) brown-sand and clay
soils (excluding white-sand populations) and (iii) geographical location (sites 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) using 103 permutations.
Population genetic structuring was determined using
Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo clustering analysis
implemented in STRUCTURE 2.3.3 (Pritchard et al. 2000).
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STRUCTURE was run using the admixture model and
assuming uncorrelated allele frequencies. In order to
estimate the ‘true’ K, a burn-in period of 500 000 generations was followed by 105 Markov chain Monte Carlo
generations for each value of K = 1–8. Simulations were
repeated twenty times for each value of K. We used
Structure Harvester (Earl & vonHoldt 2012) to interpret
the output as described by Evanno et al. (2005) and Pritchard et al. (2000). Admixture proportions were averaged over all runs using CLUMPP (Jakobsson &
Rosenberg 2007), and the final matrix was visualized
with DISTRUCT 1.1 (Rosenberg 2004).
Mantel and partial Mantel tests were performed in
the program IBDWS version 3.15 (Jensen et al. 2005),
using 10 000 randomizations. Tests were performed for
all populations, brown-sand and clay populations only
and populations grouped by soil type. All partial Mantel tests were performed for comparisons of genetic
distance and habitat type while controlling for geographical distance.

Selection vs. drift
We assessed the potential role of divergent natural
selection and genetic drift as mechanisms underlying
population differentiation by comparing phenotypic differentiation and neutral genetic differentiation for
groupings of individuals across populations based on
soil type. While these statistical tests are generally performed using an index of divergence for genes linked
to quantitative traits (QST), the degree of phenotypic
divergence (PST) can be used as a surrogate when QST
cannot be estimated (Leinonen et al. 2006). If the value
of PST significantly exceeds FST, then a hypothesis of
divergent selection is supported, whereas PST and FST
values that do not differ significantly are consistent
with neutral genetic differentiation (Meril€a & Crnokrak
2001).
PST values were calculated as described by Leinonen
et al. (2006). Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to
estimate the components of phenotypic variances, and
calculations were carried out with heritability (h2)
defined as 0.5, where half of phenotypic variation is
due to environmental and nonadditive effects. Because
all morphological traits measured in this study were
leaf traits, and therefore nonindependent, PST values for
morphology were estimated from our first three principal components (PC). Confidence intervals (CI) were
estimated using 1000 bootstrap replicates over individuals in R (http://www.r-project.org/). PST values and
multilocus FST values were calculated and compared
for individuals grouped by soil type. Comparisons were
considered significantly different when their 95% CI did
not overlap.

Hybridization and introgression
We tested for hybridization and introgression between
edaphically differentiated population pairs of P. subserratum that contained individuals showing significant
admixture in our population structure analysis with the
model-based clustering method of NewHybrid version
1.1b (Anderson & Thompson 2002). We restricted our
analysis to two generations; this resulted in six possible
hybrid classes (two parental classes, F1 and F2 hybrids
and two backcrosses between F1 hybrids and the parental types). Prior information about parental species from
the Structure results was included in the analysis. All
data were analysed multiple times from overdispersed
starting values, over 26 sweeps after a burn-in of
500 000 sweeps, following the recommendations of
Anderson (2002). All simulations performed equally
well in the discrimination of individuals based on soil
type and resulted in congruent estimations of posterior
probabilities for individual hybrid class assignments.
Individuals assigned to a hybrid class with a posterior
probability (pp) >90% were considered to be hybrids
with parental contributions from individuals growing
in different soil types.

Demographics
Migration rates as low as one migrant per generation
can swamp population-level differentiation (Wright
1931). Therefore, migration rates were estimated
between all population pairs in order to further explore
the effect of soil type and geography in limiting migration rates among populations. Migration among populations was assessed using Migrate-N, which samples
coalescent genealogies, in order to calculate maximumlikelihood estimates of past migration rates (Beerli 1998;
Beerli & Felsenstein 1999, 2001). Migration rate
(M = hm/l) was estimated for all population pairs. All
migration rates were initially calculated between pairs
of populations under a model where parameter h, the
ratio between immigration rate and mutation rate per
generation, is fixed and the parameter for migration
rate M is variable in order to allow for asymmetric bias
in migration between populations. A maximum of 20
individuals were randomly sampled from each population for analysis with Migrate-N. All analyses were executed under a Brownian mutation model and relative
mutation rates were estimated from the data, with starting values for the M and h estimated from FST values.
We tested multiple chain lengths, replicates and heating
schemes to test for convergence across runs. Final
analyses consisted of 10 short chains and three long
chains; the short chains ran for 50 000 generations with
a sampling increment of 100 generations, and the long
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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chains ran for 500 000 generations with a sampling
increment of 100 generations. A total of 5 million genealogies were visited over the short chain runs and
50 million genealogies were visited over long chain
runs. No heating scheme was used and the burn-in was
set to 250 000. All analyses were then repeated as
described above using the maximum-likelihood estimates of parameters h and M from the previous run as
the new parameter start values. Finally, we repeated
analyses for a subset of population pairs (WS-A and
BS-A; WS-B and BS-B; Clay-A and Clay-C; and WS-A
and WS-C) excluding locus Prot100, which tested for
null alleles in more than two populations to assess its
potential impact on demographic estimates. Gelman’s R
statistic was used to assess convergence (Beerli &
Felsenstein 2001).

Results
Phenotypic variation
The first three principal components accounted for 82%
of the variation in the data and were strongly associated with soil type (Fig 2). As expected from previous
studies, pubescence on the leaflet midvein and blade,
entire leaf margins and thicker leaflets differentiated
individuals found on white-sand soil from individuals
found on brown-sand and clay soils (Fine et al. 2013a).
Furthermore, we detected previously undescribed differences between individuals found on clay and brownsand soils where the abundance of leaflet margin serrations and the number of leaflets per leaf explained most
of the variation. Individuals identified as putative older
generational hybrids in hybrid assignment analyses did
not reflect intermediate phenotypes with regard to leaf
morphology.

Analysis of leaf traits with MANOVA showed that leaflet thickness, number of margin serrations per leaflet,
pubescence percentage coverage on the abaxial side of
the leaflet blade and pubescence percentage coverage
on the abaxial side of the leaflet midrib varied significantly among individuals found on all three soil types
(P < 0.05).

Genetic variation, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, null
alleles and linkage disequilibrium
All summary statistics for microsatellite data are listed
in Table 1. Deviations from HWE were observed in 10
of the 104 total within-population comparisons for each
locus, and no particular locus or population showed a
consistent pattern of deviation from HWE. We found
one pair of loci (prot83 and prot100) in linkage disequilibrium (LD) in one population (WS-C); no loci were
found to be in LD in any other population.
Micro-Checker did not detect any genotyping errors
due to stutter or large allele dropout. Evidence for the
presence of null alleles was found in all populations
except Clay-B. No locus consistently showed signs of
null alleles across populations. Four populations tested
positive for null alleles at one locus (WS-B-prot100,
BS-B-prot83, WS-C-prot70 and Clay-C-prot101). Populations Clay-A and BS-B tested positive for null alleles at
three loci (Prot99, Prot100, Prot102 and Prot83, Prot99,
Prot100, respectively) and population WS-B tested positive at four loci (Prot28, Prot78, Prot100 and Prot102).

Genetic structure and ecotypic variation
Pairwise FST values revealed strong genetic differentiation across soil type and values differed only slightly
when calculated with and without null allele corrections

Fig. 2 Principal components analysis (PCA) of leaf morphological characters for P. subserratum individuals. White, grey and black circles represent individuals found in white-sand, brown-sand and clay soil habitats, respectively. Axes one through eight, respectively,
represent the following characters: percentage pubescence coverage on leaflet midrib, percentage pubescence coverage on abaxial side
of leaflet blade, leaflet thickness, leaflet width, number of leaflets per leaf, leaf length, leaflet length and number of margin serrations
per leaflet.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Table 1 Populations sampled, region found, soil type, UTM coordinates for each population, number of individuals sampled (N),
observed heterozygosity (HO), expected heterozygosity (He), unbiased expected heterozygosity (UHe), average number of alleles (A),
rarefied average number of private alleles (AP), rarefied average number of alleles (AR) and inbreeding coefficient (FIS)
Population

Site

Soil Type

Latitude

Clay-A
WS-A
BS-A
WS-B
BS-B
Clay-B
WS-C
Clay-C

1
2
2
3
3
4
5
5

Clay
White-sand
Brown-sand
White-sand
Brown-sand
Clay
White-sand
Clay

Longitude

3.830323320
3.917752825
3.909758490
3.950526640
3.976726271
4.058777584
4.864078785
4.887118050

73.594676100
73.551974793
73.552303691
73.408218868
73.427493203
73.432082104
73.615967787
73.649012166

N

Ho

He

UHe

A

AP

AR

FIS

15
54
45
19
29
13
21
5

0.05
0.53
0.44
0.41
0.51
0.66
0.31
0.61

0.60
0.56
0.48
0.43
0.51
0.65
0.35
0.61

0.58
0.48
0.57
0.44
0.53
0.61
0.36
0.67

5.3
5.9
6.0
3.2
5.2
5.6
2.8
4.5

0.43
0.14
0.23
0.13
0.24
0.46
0.26
0.69

3.27
2.71
3.18
2.39
2.96
3.59
2.03
4.12

0.08
0.16
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.10
0.11

K = 2, four individuals showed admixture between
white-sand and non-white-sand clusters in populations
WS-A and BS-A at site 2. When K = 3, the same four
individuals with admixed genomes remained consistent, exhibiting admixture between white-sand and
brown-sand populations and an additional individual
found in population Clay-B contained admixture from
both clay and brown-sand clusters. No additional individuals were identified as having significant admixture
in the model where K = 4 (Fig. 3).
The Mantel test comparing all population pairs
showed no correlation between genetic distance and
geographical distance among populations (r = 0.00,
P > 0.1) and a strong positive correlation between
genetic distance and habitat type (r = 0.72, P < 0.01).
When controlling for geographical distance in partial
Mantel analysis, genetic distance remained positively
associated with habitat type (r = 0.72, P < 0.01). When
comparing only brown-sand and clay soil populations
in the analysis, the Mantel test still showed no significant correlation between genetic distance and geographical distance between populations (r = 0.14, P > 0.1) and
a positive correlation between genetic distance and habitat type (r = 0.60, P < 0.01). When controlling for geographical distance in the partial Mantel test, genetic

(Table 2). Accordingly, all subsequent analyses were
carried out on the full data set.
AMOVA results confirmed that the majority of genetic
variation is explained by soil type and not by geographical locality. Even when white-sand populations
were excluded from the analysis, soil type continued to
be important in explaining genetic variation among
populations found on brown-sand and clay soils
(Table 3).
Population structure analysis revealed strong patterns
of genetic differentiation by soil type. Using the method
of Evanno et al. (2005), the most likely model contained
two clusters, consistent with populations found on
white-sand or non-white-sand. Using the method of
Pritchard et al. (2000), we found K = 3 and K = 4 to be
the best-supported models, where LnP(D) begins to
asymptote (Figs 3 and 4). The identified clusters for
K = 3 are consistent with populations found on whitesand, brown-sand and clay soils. Clustering for K = 4
remained consistent with clustering by soil type but
also showed patterns of isolation by distance within soil
types with population WS-C distinguished from WS-A
and WS-B found 100 km away.
Structure analysis also revealed individuals with
genetic contributions from multiple soil types. When

Table 2 Pairwise FST values for all population pairs. Values below the diagonal are estimated without using corrections for null
alleles. Values above the diagonal are estimated using corrections for null alleles
Pop.

Clay-A

WS-A

BS-A

WS-B

BS-B

Clay-B

WS-C

Clay-C

Clay-A
WS-A
BS-A
WS-B
BS-B
Clay-B
WS-C
Clay-C

0
0.334
0.277
0.341
0.295
0.155
0.408
0.151

0.315
0
0.358
0.035
0.379
0.313
0.186
0.290

0.266
0.340
0
0.377
0.024
0.242
0.426
0.238

0.336
0.037
0.367
0
0.400
0.317
0.173
0.296

0.282
0.360
0.022
0.389
0
0.258
0.460
0.250

0.150
0.295
0.234
0.307
0.249
0
0.353
0.107

0.398
0.187
0.411
0.176
0.445
0.339
0
0.382

0.159
0.279
0.233
0.298
0.245
0.107
0.377
0
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Table 3 Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) for populations of Protium subserratum grouped by geography (sites 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5),
by soil type (white-sand, brown-sand and clay soil) and by soil type excluding white-sand (brown-sand and clay soil)
AMOVA

Soil type (white-sand, brown-sand and clay)
Among groups
Among populations, within groups
Within populations
Soil type (brown-sand and clay)
Among groups
Among populations, within groups
Within populations
Geographical location
Among groups
Among populations, within groups
Within populations

d.f.

Sum of squares

Variance of components

% explained

2
5
722

539.66
96.62
2016.23

1.07*
0.31*
2.79*

25.74
7.34
66.91

1
3
377

115.13
53.04
1138.52

0.83
0.32*
3.02*

19.93
7.68
72.39

4
3
722

173.91
462.36
2016.23

0.36
1.39*
2.79*

9.45
36.38
73.06

*P < 0.01.

Fig. 3 Evolutionary clusters (K = 2–4)
inferred from STRUCTURE analysis of 201
P. subserratum individuals from populations of white-sand, brown-sand and clay
soil habitats. Each colour represents an
inferred character, and each individual is
represented by a vertical line shaded
according to its probability of assignment
to a given population.

distance remained positively associated with habitat
type (r = 0.65, P = 0.1). Mantel tests comparing only
populations found on the same soil type showed strong
correlations between genetic distance and geographical
distance (clay populations: r = 0.84, P = 0.33; whitesand populations: r = 0.98, P = 0.16). The insignificant
p-values are most likely being driven by the small number of comparisons (n = 3, d.f. = 2 for white-sand and
clay populations).

Selection vs. drift
With the exception of PC2 in the white-sand and clay
comparison, all comparisons of phenotypic differentia© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

tion and neutral genetic variation (PST-FST) among soil
types demonstrated much higher PST values compared
to FST values, supporting a hypothesis of divergent
natural selection for all comparisons except for PC2 for
comparison between white-sand and clay populations
(Fig. 5).

Hybridization and introgression
Results from the analysis of hybridization and introgression using NewHybrid corresponded with the
Structure results and demonstrated low levels of introgression among populations found on different soil
types. In the analysis of populations WS-A and BS-A,
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as an F1
PP = 0.13).

hybrid

or

F2

hybrid

(PP = 0.75

and

Population demographics

Fig. 4 Average log probabilities for K = 1–8.

NewHybrid assigned 52 individuals as pure parental
white-sand individuals and 42 individuals as pure
parental non-white-sand individuals. One individual
could not be classified with confidence as white-sand
parental or F2 hybrid (PP = 0.80 and PP = 0.20, respectively). The four individuals, identified as admixed in
Structure, were assigned with confidence as F2 hybrids
(PP > 0.9). No individuals were identified as F1
hybrids.
Analysis between population pair Clay-B and BS-B
also corroborated our Structure results where all individuals were identified as parental types with the
exception of the one admixed individual. NewHybrid
confidently assigned this individual as having a
hybrid origin however, was unable to distinguish it

Exclusion of locus Prot100 did not substantially change
migration estimates, and thus, we have reported results
from our analysis using the complete data set. Overall,
inferred historical migration rates were consistently
higher among populations found on the same soil type
than among populations found on different soil types
even when those populations were over 100 km apart
(Table 4, Fig. 6a,b). We found that migration rates were
higher between brown-sand and clay populations than
among populations found on either soil type or whitesand populations. Furthermore, we found higher migration rates from white-sand populations into brown-sand
and clay populations than from either non-white-sand
population into white-sand habitat (Table 4). Overall
migration rates of less than one migrant per generation
were observed when M values were averaged among
populations found on different soil types, and a rate of
greater than one migrant per generation was observed
when M values were averaged among populations
found on the same soil type (Fig. 6b).

Discussion
Our analysis of population-level genetic and morphological differentiation identified three clearly diverged
groups in P. subserratum, each associated with whitesand, brown-sand or clay soil habitats. Additionally,
our results suggest that P. subserratum populations
Fig. 5 Comparison of PST and FST values
and their 95% confidence intervals. PST
values were calculated from principal
components for individuals found on
clay, white-sand and brown-sand soil
types. Solid horizontal lines represent the
multilocus FST value, and dotted lines
represent the 95% CI of the FST value.
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Table 4 Maximum-likelihood (ML) migration (M) estimates
and their 95% confidence intervals for all population pairs
Source
population

Recipient
population

M MLE

M 5%

M 95%

Clay-A
Clay-C
WS-A
WS-B
WS-C
BS-A
BS-B
Clay-B
Clay-C
WS-A
WS-B
WS-C
BS-A
BS-B
Clay-A
Clay-B
WS-A
WS-B
WS-C
BS-A
BS-B
Clay-A
Clay-B
Clay-C
WS-B
WS-C
BS-A
BS-B
Clay-A
Clay-B
Clay-C
WS-C
WS-A
BS-A
BS-B
Clay-A
Clay-B
Clay-C
WS-A
WS-B
BS-A
BS-B
Clay-A
Clay-B
Clay-C
WS-A
WS-B
WS-C
BS-B
Clay-A
Clay-B
Clay-C
WS-A
WS-B

Clay-B
Clay-B
Clay-B
Clay-B
Clay-B
Clay-B
Clay-B
Clay-A
Clay-A
Clay-A
Clay-A
Clay-A
Clay-A
Clay-A
Clay-C
Clay-C
Clay-C
Clay-C
Clay-C
Clay-C
Clay-C
WS-A
WS-A
WS-A
WS-A
WS-A
WS-A
WS-A
WS-B
WS-B
WS-B
WS-B
WS-B
WS-B
WS-B
WS-C
WS-C
WS-C
WS-C
WS-C
WS-C
WS-C
BS-A
BS-A
BS-A
BS-A
BS-A
BS-A
BS-A
BS-B
BS-B
BS-B
BS-B
BS-B

0.58
1.57
0.22
0.24
0.43
0.38
1.20
1.44
3.30
0.17
0.80
0.38
1.7
0.74
1.36
2.30
0.26
0.29
0.24
0.68
0.43
0.12
0.06
0.57
3.98
3.19
0.13
0.18
0.35
0.07
0.07
3.73
5.37
0.16
0.07
0.95
0.40
0.14
1.90
1.81
0.06
0.08
1.27
0.68
1.97
0.73
0.55
0.26
5.12
0.42
1.20
0.99
0.46
0.47

0.47
1.32
0.17
0.19
0.35
0.31
1.05
1.22
2.92
0.12
0.67
0.31
1.49
0.62
1.80
2.03
0.20
0.23
0.16
0.59
0.35
0.08
0.04
0.43
3.63
2.92
0.09
0.12
0.26
0.04
0.04
3.31
4.71
0.11
0.04
0.74
0.28
0.08
1.63
1.44
0.03
0.04
1.09
0.56
1.74
0.61
0.45
0.19
4.74
0.33
1.03
0.80
0.37
0.39

0.72
1.81
0.29
0.31
0.52
0.46
1.36
1.68
3.71
0.23
0.95
0.46
1.94
0.88
1.57
2.57
0.34
0.36
0.31
0.79
0.53
0.17
0.10
0.74
4.38
3.48
0.18
0.25
0.46
0.13
0.12
4.20
6.10
0.23
0.11
1.19
0.54
0.23
2.21
2.28
0.11
0.15
1.45
0.84
2.25
0.88
0.67
0.34
5.51
0.53
1.40
1.21
0.57
0.57
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Table 4 Continued
Source
population

Recipient
population

M MLE

M 5%

M 95%

WS-C
BS-A

BS-B
BS-B

0.28
3.65

0.19
3.30

0.39
4.00

found on brown-sand and clay soils are experiencing a
significant, and likely more recent, ecological divergence. We detected morphological differentiation
among individuals found on white-sand, brown-sand
and clay soils. Populations of P. subserratum across all
three soil types were found to be more genetically similar to geographically distant populations found on the
same soil type than to nearby populations found on different soil types. The average degree of phenotypic variation was much greater than the overall degree of
neutral genetic differentiation for all comparisons
among soil types, suggesting that natural selection may
play a more important role than drift in driving divergence among these populations. A small number of
hybrid individuals were detected between brown-sand
and white-sand groups and between clay and brownsand groups, suggesting that gene flow among
populations on different soil types does occur at low
frequency. Finally, migration rates were found to be
higher between geographically distant populations
found on the same soil type than they were between
adjacent populations on different soil types. Taken
together, we observe a signature of fine-scale ecological
specialization across multiple soil boundaries. While we
cannot discern whether initial divergence took place in
allopatry or parapatry, our results provide evidence
consistent with the hypothesis that natural selection
plays an important role in maintaining the diversity in
parapatric populations within the P. subserratum species
complex.

Population differentiation across habitat types
We found high levels of genetic differentiation among
populations found on all three soil types, even when
those populations were directly adjacent to one another,
presenting a clear pattern of ‘isolation by adaptation’.
Similar results across a wide range of taxa including
passerines (Smith et al. 1997), anolis lizards (Ogden &
Thorpe 2002), stickleback fish (Berner et al. 2009) and
dolphins (Mendez et al. 2010) have been used to support the idea that natural selection is an important driver of diversification.
While Fine et al. (2013a) did not detect genetic or significant morphological differentiation between individuals found on brown-sand and clay soil, our results were
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(a)

(b)

consistent with their overall findings that populations
associated with white-sand habitats are distinct from
those found in non-white-sand habitats and that soil
type as opposed to geographical distance is more
important in the structuring of genetic variation
between white-sand and non-white-sand populations.
However, estimates of genetic diversity within populations strongly differed between the two studies. Fine
et al. (2013a) reported higher haplotypic and genetic
diversity in white-sand populations than in clay and
brown-sand populations. Here, we found the opposite
pattern, with white-sand populations exhibiting lower
levels of allelic diversity when compared to clay and
brown-sand populations. Our measures of lower genetic
diversity in white-sand populations may be expected
given the small size and fragmented nature of whitesand habitat islands; higher levels of allelic diversity in
brown-sand and clay populations accord well with the
wide distribution of these more common soil types.
An explanation for the discrepancy in measurements
of genetic diversity between these two studies could be
that nuclear DNA sequences and nuclear microsatellite
markers represent different temporal depths in the evolutionary history of these diverging groups. Microsatellite markers, with fast rates of evolution, represent
more recent evolutionary events, while nuclear DNA
sequences, exhibiting lower rates of polymorphism, provide insights into evolutionary events that took place
deeper in time. As seen in the Hawaiian silversword
alliance, when demographic factors change over time,
this variation may be reflected in the genetic signatures
of different molecular markers (Friar et al. 2007; Remington & Robichaux 2007 and discussed in LawtonRauh et al. 2007).
One possible demographic hypothesis that reconciles
the results of these two studies and which may also
shed light on the divergence histories of these populations relates to the geologic history of the Amazon.
Prior to the Andean uplift, white-sand soils in the western Amazon were likely much more widespread than

Fig. 6 Gene flow (as migrants per generation, M = hm/l) estimated in Migrate-N.
(a) ML migration rates between population pairs were averaged for one overall
estimate to which lines between population pairs are proportional. (b) ML estimates of migration across all soil types
were averaged. Lines are proportional to
the average migration rate between populations found on each soil type.

they are today, while brown-sand and clay soil types
were less common (Hoorn 1993; Frasier et al. 2008). If
white-sand specialist populations of P. subserratum were
previously larger and brown-sand and clay populations
were much smaller, the pattern of genetic diversity
would correspond to those observed in nuclear
sequence data. Microsatellite data, meanwhile, would
reflect patterns of genetic diversity under the more
recent history of the extent of these soil types. This
hypothesis would also make sense with what appears
to be a primary diversification from white-sand soils
onto brown-sand soils with a secondary and more
recent diversification from brown-sand soils onto clay
soils, a pattern previously undetected by sequence data
by Fine et al. (2013a).

Hybridization and introgression
While low levels of interspecific gene flow were
observed between edaphically differentiated populations, we found no evidence for substantial admixture
between any edaphically differentiated population
pairs. Low levels of introgression were observed
between population pairs of P. subserratum found on
white-sand and brown-sand soils and brown-sand and
clay soils. This pattern is consistent with that of a bimodal hybrid zone which is characterized by parental
forms that retain their genetic integrity in spite of gene
flow and hybrid zones that are composed of F2 and
backcross hybrids but very few intermediate F1 hybrids.
Bimodal hybrid zones are often attributed to the presence of premating barriers to reproduction in the form
of assortative mating (Jiggins & Mallet 2000); they have
been particularly well described in Heliconius butterflies
(Arias et al. 2008), ground crickets (Howard et al. 1998)
and sunflowers (Rieseberg et al. 1999). Alternatively,
bimodal hybrid zones can also be maintained by particularly strong natural selection if F1 hybrids fail to survive and reproduce in alternative habitats (Arnold &
Bennett 1993; Ross & Harrison 2002).
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Edaphic heterogeneity and reproductive isolation
Edaphic differences play an important role in driving
the development of both pre- and postzygotic barriers
to reproduction among adaptively differentiated plant
populations. Changes in flowering phenology are associated with soil preference in two parapatric species of
palms on Lord Howe Island (Savolainen et al. 2006).
High rates of seed abortion were demonstrated between
copper-tolerant and intolerant populations of Mimulus
guttatus (Searcy & Macnair 1990), and strong natural
selection against migrants was demonstrated between
species of Lasthenia growing on and off serpentine soils
(Yost et al. 2012).
Prezygotic barriers to reproduction may be present in
soil specialist populations of P. subserratum. While flowering times do not differ among populations found on
different soil types (Misiewicz 2014), edaphic differences may still play an indirect role in limiting pollen
movement among populations. Initial pollinator surveys
suggest that bee communities found in nearby brownsand and white-sand forest types significantly differ
from one another (Misiewicz 2014). If insect pollinators
exhibit habitat preferences, they may indirectly decrease
gene flow across habitat boundaries.
As was the case for population differentiation across
habitat types, migration rates were higher between distant populations occurring on the same soil type than
between adjacent populations found on different soil
types. Particularly noteworthy is the result that when
migration rates were averaged across pairs of edaphically differentiated populations, the values are less than
one. Theory predicts that when values are lower than
one, populations should be strongly differentiated.
Migration rates averaged across population pairs found
on the same soil type are greater than one, the point at
which migration is predicted to overcome populationlevel differentiation (Fig. 6b; Zhang et al. 2011). However, these results should be interpreted with caution.
Demographic models implemented in Migrate do not
take into account the possibility of retained ancestral
polymorphism and assume that all genetic similarity
among populations is the result of gene flow. While all
migration rates among differing soil types were low, we
found that rates of migration from white-sand populations into clay and brown-sand populations and from
brown-sand populations into clay populations were
higher than in the reverse direction. Patterns of asymmetric gene flow among edaphically differentiated populations could be a reflection of earlier divergence if
ancestral alleles are retained in the more recently
diverged populations. Alternatively, the same pattern
could be the result of asymmetric strength of reproductive barriers.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Edaphically driven postzygotic barriers to reproduction may also play a role in reducing successful gene
flow among soil specialist populations of P. subserratum.
White-sand, brown-sand and clay soil habitats represent
a mosaic of microclimatic differences, and the correlated
variation in P. subserratum vegetative morphology with
soil habitat type may reflect adaption to different selective regimes. Moreover, herbivore communities differ
markedly between non-white-sand and white-sand habitats, as does the defensive chemistry P. subserratum
individuals associated with these habitat types (Fine
et al. 2013b). In the genus Protium, trade-offs in growth
rate and defence investment have been found in closely
related sister species specialized on different soil types
(Fine et al. 2006). Physiological trade-offs between
growth and defence in soil specialist populations of
P. subserratum could lead to strong natural selection
against phenotypic intermediates in both soil types,
even when the potential for gene flow among habitats
is high.

Divergence by drift
Our results suggest that natural selection across heterogeneous soil types plays an important role in driving
and maintaining diversity in soil specialist populations
of P. subserratum. However, high levels of neutral
genetic differentiation among habitats and low levels of
gene flow are consistent with the late stages of speciation and soil specialist populations could represent
cryptic species, which diverged in allopatry and have
since come into secondary contact. Furthermore, a
hypothesis of initial divergence by genetic drift cannot
be excluded. While specialization onto different soil
types has clearly occurred multiple times within the
species, we cannot disentangle the initial drivers of
reproductive isolation without a more complete understanding of the phylogeographical history of the species. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that there are
dozens of tree species that are endemic to white-sand
forests in Peru with congeners that are associated with
parapatric clay and/or brown-sand habitats (Fine et al.
2010). Some of these species belong to extremely
recently derived groups like Inga (Fabaceae) (Richardson et al. 2001), while others are thought to be much
older (Mauritia, Arecaceae) (Couvreur et al. 2011).
Although it cannot be ruled out, a hypothesis of allopatric divergence by drift with subsequent edaphic specialization followed by migration to the current
parapatric distributions for so many tropical tree lineages seems less parsimonious. In either case, we
believe that edaphic specialization appears to be a general mechanism that promotes and maintains Amazonian tree diversity.
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